DOOR FRAME METAL DETECTOR (DFMD)
GLS-1900 DFM2
U.V. Techno is an eminent organization, which is engaged in
manufacturing, supplying and exporting high grade Door Frame Metal
Detector Offered detectors are widely used in the all areas such as in
defense, customs and border control, courts, school security, malls,
railway stations and airports. These detectors help in maintaining proper
safety in the areas.

Product Specification
Sensitivity
Detection Zones
Indicators

Number of Horizontal Detection Zones covering full Height
Inputs
Walk-through Arch
Provided Wheels for easy mobility
Provided with a floor panel to attach both side panels to give
stability & rigidity to the structure
Ramp over the floor panel - Covered with synthetic carpet
Water/Weather Proof
Provided with a floor panel to attach both side panels to give
stability & rigidity to the structure
Bar Display To Indicate Metal Location W R T Height On
Person
Traffic Counter
Operating Temp
Humidity

Power Source

Battery/Battery Backup
Ruggedized polypropylene shock proof container compliant to
IP 65
Warranty
Testing

Up-to 200 sensitivity levels for precise detection of target
objects.
Multiple detection zones
Composite zone indicator
Adjustable audio indication
LED bar graph signal strength indicator
High bright LED zone display on front & back of side panels.
Large LED display for counting and message annunciation.
8
RS-232 for Interface
PVC
Yes, Optional
Yes, No
Yes
Yes
Yes, Optional
Yes
Microcontroller based intelligent LCD counter to indicate in,
out with algebraic sum of the traffic.
-10°C to +50°C
0-100%, non-condensation
In DFMD have pre installed SMPS 90-270V AC & 12V/7AH
battery seamless battery changeover in case of mains failure
Batteries are internally & automatically charged during
operation.
In DFMD Integral 12V 7AH Re-chargeable maintenance free
internal battery with built- in charger to cope with Power
failures of over Up to - 12 hours.
Yes
3 Years
From NABL accredited lab

